




Picture Perfect Transition

Lyra Repplinger – Consumer Outreach Manager, MW Region



− Who is in our audience today?

− Parents

− Teachers

− Early Intervention Providers( Speech Path, Social Worker)

− Hearing Health Providers

Welcome Everyone



Let’s Play Musical Chairs

ParentsTeachers Early Intervention



Dr. Michele Wilkins- Executive Director

Rollen Cooper- Early Intervention Program Coordinator

Wendy Adler- School Principal

Dr. Dawn Violetto- Director of Audiology





− MED-EL Midwest Members 

Kerry Roesch

Emily Klemp

Christine Pett

Keri Reynolds

Amanda Linscheid

There is no I in TEAM



MED-EL  hearLIFE



RONDO™

The World‘s First CI Single-Unit Processor



Conveniently Off the Ear

− Disappears easily 

under longer hair 

− Especially 

comfortable for 

individuals who 

wear glasses



1.5 TESLA MRI
No surgery required!

Only available with MED-EL



− Pediatric Habilitation

− Pediatric Assessment

− Teen Rehabilitation &

− Assessment

− Adult Rehabilitation

− Adult Assessment

− Resources

− Mellie the MED-Elephant

BRIDGE Material Categories



Picture Perfect Preschool

• Also appropriate to assess                                     
current placement

• Designed to facilitate parental 
involvement of a child’s preschool 
experience

• Developed by Alicia Beard, M.S., 
CCC-SLP, LSLS Cert. AVT and 
Patricia Parekh, M.S., CCC-SLP

Provides parents and professionals                                         

with a screening tool to identify an                               

appropriate mainstream preschool                                      

setting



− http://youtu.be/g2dJHJjxoeo?list=PLOxnYK9ktGtmG

PrvvX6XIW6fNg-N1e267



Write down what your GOAL for today is.

− Discuss within your group the importance and benefits of 

a preschool program.

− Be ready to share what you believe what some of the 

most important aspects of preschool are.

Why Preschool?



Picture Perfect Preschool

3-ring binder comprised of three components with 

detailed discussion and directions

• 20 Questions To Ask Your  
Future Preschool

• Parent Observation Checklist  
that covers 6 different activities

• Teaching Tips 

• Also contains a section to take 
notes

• Multiple sheets allowing for 
assessment of 5 different 
preschools 

Teaching Tips

The best advocates for a child with a hearing loss are his or her parents or primar y 
caregivers. The receiving school staff  may look to the parents for advice on how 

to best meet the needs of  the child. The “Teaching Tips” component is a simple 
guide that parents can share with the preschool staff  to suggest how better to 

serve the child with hearing loss in the classroom. It is not meant to stif le a 
teacher’s individual style; rather, it is meant to suppor t the teacher in creating 

an educational setting in which a child with a hearing loss has the best possible 
opportunity to succeed using audition and spoken language.  
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20 Questions
The “20 Questions” list is a guideline for parents that encompasses many of  the 

important aspects of  a good preschool prog ram for a child with hearing loss. This 

list helps parents investigate the preschool’s curriculum, the importance placed 

on pre-literacy skills, and the student-teacher ratio.  It helps to quantify the staff ’s 

familiarity with hearing loss, openness to suggestions from an outside ag ency, 

comfort level with the equipment, expectations of  the child in the classroom, and 

communication regarding the child’ s progress or concerns.  It also identifies the 

school’s policies on discipline and how the staff  encourages socialization. Having a 

guideline to follow helps parents through the initial process and often opens up an 

important dialog with the receiving school. The guide allows the parents to gauge 

how much the teacher and school officials are rece ptive to modifying their current 

curriculum and classroom setting, and it gives the receiving school important 

information on how they can best serve the needs of  a child with hearing loss.
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Picture Perfect Preschool

20 Questions To Ask Your Future Preschool

• Opens a dialog with the receiving school

• Allows parents to gauge how receptive the teacher and 

school officials are to modifying current curriculum and 

classroom setting

• Gives the receiving school important information on how to 

meet the needs of a child with hearing loss



Why are these questions important

− Question #1

− Question #5

− Question #7

− Question #10

− Question #11

− Question #17



− What are the hours?

− What’s the Schedule?

ELEMENTS OF A PRESCHOOL



Elements of Picture Perfect Preschool



Element of Picture Perfect Preschool





− Let’s take a look at the observation checklist

− A look at Circle Time

Circle Time at School





− Let’s discuss what you saw.



Circle Time at Home

− Establishing routine

− Having them ready to listen

− Checklist and schedules



− Let’s look at some questions from The Picture Perfect 

Preschool.

Story Time at School





− What is story time like at school?

− What kind of comprehension check and retelling 

strategies did you see in the video?

− What is story time like in the home?



Story Time at Home

Repetition of Story

Have them retell it to see the gaps in what 

they understand

Teach them to ask questions

Pick age appropriate books

Acting out their favorite stories



Music Time at School

Let’s look at some questions from 
the checklist

Let’s watch a video of Music





− Let’s discuss what you saw.



Music at Home

− Incorporate music in routine

− Choose music that is easier to listen to for 

newly implanted children. (single 

instrument, male voice)

− Sing a longs and fingerplays



− Questions from the Checklist

− A video of snack

Snack Time at School





− Let’s discuss what you saw.



Snack at Home

− Make them be active participants in their 

snack

− The need to ask for more

− Eat together

− Making snacktime fun because it is so 

motivating

− Giving choices



− Teaching style observations

− This could be a good use of for a teacher’s or a 

supervisor’s checklist of best practice in a preschool 

classroom.

General Teaching Style



− Extra questions that will help you

Decipher the most appropriate placement

For you child.

These are also great points to discuss with the school district 

when advocating for a preschool placement

Miscellaneous



− Preschool is a great opportunity to expand and 

PRACTICE language

For Children who are new listeners…











Lyra Repplinger

Consumer Outreach Manager

Lyra.repplinger@medel.com

919-402-6935

CONTACT


